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Resume 
Motivation: Phylogenetic Footprint is a new approach for revealing potential 

transcription factor binding sites in promoter sequences. The idea is based on an 
assumption that functional sites in promoters should evolve much slower then other 
regions that do not bear any conservative function. Therefore, potential transcription 
factor (TF) binding sites that are found in the evolutionally conservative regions of 
promoters have more chances to be considered as “real” sites. The most difficult step of 
the Phylogenetic Footprint is alignment of promoter sequences between different 
organisms (f.e. human and mouse). The conventional alignment methods often can not 
align promoters due to the high level of sequence variability.  

Results: We have developed a new alignment method that takes into account similarity 
in distribution of potential binding sites. This method has been used effectively for 
promoter alignment and for revealing new potential binding sites for various transcription 
factors. We have developed a database of predicted potential TF binding sites in human 
genome by analyzing human/mouse conserved non-coding sequences (CNS).  

Availability:  http://compel.bionet.nsc.ru/FunSite/footprint/  
 

Methods and algorithms 
We developed a new method of alignment of regulatory sequences that include 

information about TF binding sites. To search the sites we apply position weight matrices 
(PWM) from TRANSFAC database (www.biobase.de) (Wingender et al., 2001). Every 
nucleotide in a sequence can potentially be belong to one or several TF binding sites. We 
estimate the probability ( )kSwp ,  of k-th nucleotide of sequence S to be belong to a 

binding site of a factor pΤ ( [ ]Pp ,1∈ ) by using the following formulism: 
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where ( )jSp ,Χ  - score of -th matrix at -th position of sequence, p j L - length of 
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It is known that the library of weight matrices contains matrices that are similar to each 
other. These are different matrices for the same transcription factor or for the transcription 
factors that are very similar in their DNA binding signature. We consider a similarity 
matrix M that takes into account similarities between weight matrices.  

( ) ( ) Μ⋅= kSwkS ,, rrϕ , where Μ  - QP×  similarity matrix. We will use ( )aϕr  

instead of ( )kS ,ϕr , where Φ×Σ∈a - sequence element, ( ) Σ∈aγ  - nucleotide for 
this element. 

Alignment algorithm is described in details in the enlarged report.  
 

Implementation and results 
The algorithm was implemented as a Java standalone program. It takes two sequences 

an input and align them. First it runs an Match algorithm that finds potential TF binding 
sites in the sequences. Specific collection of weight matrices with predefined cut-off 
values for every matrix can be specified by the user: taxon-dependent collection, tissue or 
function specific, minimizing false positive or false negative error. User can build his own 
profile with the help of TRANSPLORER program 
(http://www.biobase.de/pages/products/transplorer.html). 
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Phylogenetic footprint of human/mouse conserved non-coding sequences (CNS) 
Evolutionary conserved non-coding regulatory sequences (CNS) could serve as good 

landmarks on genome to find functionally important promoters, enhancers or silencers 
(Duret & Bucher, 1997). Phylogenetic footprinting of CNS will help us to reveal TF 
binding sites and assign a regulatory function to the regulatory regions and to the adjacent 
genes. We use results of the Berkeley Genome Pipeline (http://pipeline.lbl.gov/) of the 
global comparison of human and mouse genomes. We have download the complete list of 
CNS and made the phylogenetic footprint of all of them. Two types of alignment were 
used. First, we used the original alignment that was done by the VISTA program 
(http://www-gsd.lbl.gov/vista/), and second, we made our own alignment using the 
developed algorithm. Phylogenetic footprint was done by the previously developed tool 
(http://compel.bionet.nsc.ru/FunSite/footprint/) that takes two or several aligned 
sequences, finds conservative binding sites and display them. Binding sites with the score 
acceding a predefined cut-off, for transcription factors that belong to the same family and 
that have overlapping location on the alignment are considered as the positive match at 
the phylogenetic footprint. The list of 17117 CNS of the total length of alignment 
2418267 bp was analysed. We applied a set of 240 weight matrices from TRANSFAC 
rel. 5.3 with the cut-offs optimized to minimize the sum of false positive and false 
negative errors. Using VISTA alignments we found 54075 conservative TF binding sites. 
Using alignment by our own algorithm we found 58106 conservative TF binding sites. So, 
our algorithm that includes information about potential TF sites at the very early stage of 
analysis allows us to reveal 4031 more binding sites then using standard alignment 
algorithm. 

We have developed a database of predicted potential TF binding sites in human 
genome by analyzing the human/mouse CNS. Using this database user can retrieve all 
conservative sites for a selected chromosome or for a region at the chromosome and can 
visualize gene information for the nearest upstream and downstream genes, that can be 
targets for regulation through found TF binding sites. Using the developed database 
molecular biologists can plan their experiments for validation of found target genes and 
can make regulatory functional annotation of human and mouse genome. 
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